
Egypt Tour - February 2nd - 14th, 2015 

As Above, So Below 

Wisdom Mirrored - Egypt & Australia 

Join Special Guest Speakers, Uncle Doug Williams, Stella Wheildon & Sonya van Gelder along 

with Yousef & Patricia Awyan and Mohamed Ibrahim on a powerful adventure and 

exploration of the mysterious connections between Ancient Egypt and Australia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This incredible February adventure will feature an in depth exploration of the connections between 

Ancient Egypt and Australia. Did Ancient Egyptians did visit Australia? What was the impact on both 

cultures and what are the implications for us today?  We will explore the answers to these questions 

and more as we compare the secrets hidden in the ancient symbolism, mythologies and lore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 



The Mirroring of the Mysticism and Symbolism of Ancient Egypt                        

with that of the Origianl Peoples of Australia! 

The Khemit School of Ancient Mysticism is excited to announce a new alliance with Uncle Doug Williams 

and Stella Wheildon, who  have both come forward to share the knowledge, wisdom and secrets of the 

Original People of part of eastern Australia’s ancient traditions, lore and symbolism. Sonya van Gelder has 

also worked closely with matriarchal elders of the Original People of Australia and has joined us in a 

collective effort to share the wisdom of the ancients—on a global scale. 

It is an honor for us to be a part of something so profound that is happening at a pivotal moment in history.  

This will be a monumental event--when the Khemit School and our new friends from Australia present a 

program filled with information that will literally blow your minds! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Uncle Doug relates how he came to learn about traditional  (Australian) Githabul culture… 

“As recorded by my great uncle Dhuroom, that’s my Dad’s eldest brother, the family genealogy was done by 

him, taken way back to a man named Yaguy. Many occasions when I was growing up I’d listen to my dad, 

my grandma, the old men, who would always talk, and there were continuous and constant ceremonies and 

relating to the times and the sequence of events that used to relate to the land and to the different parts of 

the land, and particularly the two major factors was having the language and the songs, and the Butheram, 

the stories. Yaribil, the singing of those songs, and Yawarr, the ceremonies. And they were handed down, 

knowledge, and even how to avoid confrontation where necessary, and perhaps even suppress our own 

knowledge and culture, and then it would be brought out at an opportune time…” 

Not only do the very ancient civilizations of Egypt & Australia tell the same story about our creation—but, 

they have gifted us with the same map that describes the very nature of our reality, and the evolution of 

our our planet and the human race.  The strict oral traditions, symbolism, lore and rituals of both ancient 

civilizations were crucial in keeping this information intact and alive to aid us now when mother earth 

needs us most! 

There is much evidence to indicate that ancient Egyptians visited Australia!  Join us as we discuss 

who, how, where and when these ancient civilizations communicated with each other….and much 

much more!! 

 
 

 

 



February 2nd – Day 1  Monday  Cairo                                                                                                                                                 

A transfer representative will meet you at the airport to assist you with entry formalities, and escort you to 

the Luxurious 5-Star Mercure Sphinx Hotel in Giza, less than 5 minutes from the Giza Plateau. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will all enjoy a Welcome Dinner together followed by a meeting for introductions and surprises!                              

Overnight Mercure Sphinx Hotel - Giza (D) 

February 3rd – Day 2 Tuesday   Dashur & Saqqara    

After an early Breakfast we will travel by motor coach to the ancient site of Dashur where we will visit the Red 

and Bent Pyramids, attributed to  King Sneferu. The title Sneferu translates as “double harmony” and refers 

to the different tones of frequency that these pyramids vibrate with.  Yousef and Patricia will help us to 

collectively awaken and activate the energies of the Red Pyramid when we enter the resonance chambers 

within.  We’ll stop for a quick lunch on our way to spend the afternoon at Saqqara, home of the                       

Step Pyramid attributed to King Djoser.                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will experience the still active healing energies of the ancient “Hospital” at Saqqara and discuss the many 

references to the importance of balancing the polarized energies within and without. “Imhotep”, credited as 

the builder of the Step Pyramid, represents a level of achievement—as one who understands the energetic 

architecture of the universe without, and how it reflects the energetic matrix of the physical body within. 

  

  

 

  



 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yousef Awyan and Mohamed Ibrahim will present a lecture discussing the possibility that Egyptians may 

have visited Australia in ancient times.  They will discuss the authenticity of the famous Gosford Glyphs, 

Egyptian Hieroglyphs that were re-discovered in the early 1900’s.  Mohamed and Yousef have thoroughly 

studied these Glyphs and will present their significance and possible interpretation. 

 

February 4th – Day 3   Wednesday Egyptian Museum and Flight to Luxor 

After breakfast we’ll leave in our air conditioned motor coach to visit the world famous Egyptian Museum where you 

will see many amazing artifacts collected from sites all over Egypt, including the gold sarcophagus & jewelry on 

display at the King Tut Exhibit.  Among the many artifacts that we will point out that show evidence of an 

ancient superior technology, is the Schist Disk, made famous by Hakim’s observation that it was a bio-organic 

sound device. 

 

 

 

 

Egyptian Museum  

 

We will board an evening flight to Luxor and check into the deluxe 5-Star Maritim Jolie Ville Kings 

Island Resort, situated on its own private island, surrounded by the majestic Nile River. 

 

The Serapeam   A highlight of our day will be a visit to the 

newly opened Serapeum, a huge subterranean complex. A long 

hallway that runs in east/west directions is flanked by chambers 

that house gigantic, highly crystalline stone boxes. Many believe 

that Bulls associated with the Apis Bull cult were buried in them. 

However--no bulls or human bodies were found in any of 

these huge boxes ---that were made with an extremely 

advanced technology. When excavated in 1852, all twenty-four 

boxes, weighing 60-80 tons, had been plundered. Their lids had 

been pried loose and the contents taken. Our collective 

research shows that these boxes are far more ancient than the 

writings found on and around them, and were an integral part 

of a huge energy device. You need to view all the elements      

for yourself to truly fathom how it may have functioned. 

We’ll return back to the Mercure Hotel for a Lecture by               

Yousef & Mohamed followed by a buffet dinner. (B,L,D) 
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Overnight Maritim Jolie Ville Kings Island Resort (B,L ) 

February 5th – Day 4   Thursday Abydos and Dendera  

After an early breakfast, we will drive by motor coach to the ancient pilgrimage site of Abydos to                                     

visit the Temple of Osiris and the very ancient Osirieon Temple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the Seti I Temple, dedicated to Osiris, we will discuss the symbolism as we view the masterful 

craftsmanship of the beautiful depictions that cover the walls.  Behind this Temple lies the megalithic 

Osirieon, At the Seti I Temple, dedicated to Osiris, we will discuss the symbolism as we view the masterful 

craftsmanship of the beautiful depictions that cover the walls.  Behind this Temple lies the megalithic 

Osirieon, similar to the Valley Temple in Giza, that the indigenous tell us is 35,000-50,000 years old or more. It 

is here that several depictions of the Flower of Life can been seen on the huge pillars. Local villagers claim                          

that the water that accumulates in this structure has valuable healing properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  
 

 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dendera_7_977.PNG


Afterwards, we drive to Dendera to visit the incredible Temple of Hathor. Star maps depicted on the ceilings 
in this temple, and the replica of famous Dendera Zodiac (the original is displayed at the Louvre in Paris) point 
to the ancient origins of astrology and superior knowledge of our cosmos. Hathor (Het-Hert), the Netert who 

personified motherhood, beauty, sexuality, love, joy, harmony, dance and music was often associated                      
with the planet, Venus. She was known as the Lady of the Stars, and represented the nurturing                             

solar food of the Sun’s rays, required for birth, growth and renewal. 
Overnight 5-Star M/S Alyssa Nile Cruise Ship (B,L,D) 

 

  February 6th – Day 5   Friday   Karnak Temple, the Precinct of Mut and Nile Cruise   

One can never have enough time to fully explore all the riches of Karnak Temple, where we will spend                   

the entire morning after an early breakfast. An avenue of ram-headed sphinxes leads us into the                             

gigantic complex, which includes temples dedicated to Amun, a Neter representing an aspect                                         

or stage of the Sun, and Khonsu, who represents the Moon.  

We will visit the powerful Chapel of Sekhmet, the Netert who represents the potent and purifying energies of 

the sun. Sekhmet personifies the solar rays that provide the electromagnetic energy required to sustain life             

and the earth’s grid.   As the lioness, she symbolizes the powerful and fierce, yet protective love, akin to that            

of any mother.  Sekhem , means “power” and Sekhmet is the electrical spark that provides the necessary           

energy to perform what we have been  told are  mystical, magical and powerful feats, including the healing              

of the physical body. She is the Life Force.  Be prepared to experience a morning you will never forget!  The 

powerful sacred geometric design and natural elements of the architecture itself has the ability to transform 

and raise levels of awareness and consciousness as you walk through this and many other temples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next we will visit the newly opened Precinct of Mut, one of the four main temple enclosures that make up 

the Karnak Temple Complex.  Mut is the Neter who represents the Sky at Night. She is the consort of Amun 

and gave birth to the moon, Khonsu.  It is said that 720 or 730 statues of the leonine Mut (one for every day of 

the year, morning and evening) once graced this area that is cradled by a crescent shaped sacred lake. 

 

 

 

 

 

Karnak Temple 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_temple
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Shortly after returning to our ship, we’ll have lunch and set sail on our spectacular Cruise on the Nile.                   

Enjoy viewing the lush countryside and life along the river’s banks, much of which appears as                                             

it did thousands of years ago! 

Patricia Awyan will present an afternoon Lecture about the transformation of ancient Egyptian Symbolism 

over many thousands of years and the secrets hidden within the ancient legends and myths. She will show 

the ancients had a deep understanding of the energetic architecture of our universe above, and how our 

outer world is reflected within.  Patricia will discuss how the Pantheon of Neters (Egyptian gods and 

goddesses) collectively form an energetic and multi-dimensional map of the nature of our reality as 

mankind migrates through eternal cycles if consciousness and existence on earth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After a buffet Dinner on the ship we will met again for a Lecture  presented by Stella Wheildon about the 

significance of the ancient matrilineal oral tradition, the lore, culture  and customs of the Bird Tribes of 

Australia. Stella will speak to us of the many levels of interpretation of this lore that was given to her by Mrs 

Marlene Boyd, the Ngarakwal traditional lore holder of the mountain and a direct ‘bloodline to country’ 

descendant of the Seven Sisters Starlore.  She will speak of possible ancient connections with Egyptians in 

Australia and how the secrets she was given about the lore in Australia mirrors that of ancient Khemit. 

Nile Cruise (B, L, D)  

 

  

  



February 7th – Day 6    Saturday   Nile Cruise with stops at Esna and Kom Ombo 

We will arrange for an early morning visit to the Temple of Khnum at Esna.  The most interesting and  mystical 

depictions in the Temple are found on the ceiling, which is decorated with astronomical symbolism, that 

include the sky Goddess Nut, the Dog Star, Orion's belt, and Alpha Draconis. 
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We’ll enjoy a buffet lunch followed by a Lecture by Uncle Doug Williams, a Senior Elder of the Original People 

of Eastern Australia.  Uncle Doug will speak to us about the secrets, legends and stories given to him by the 

ancestors. He will share his wisdom and knowledge along with his hopes and dreams for the Original People 

of Australia in the future as well as what he knows of ancient connections with Egypt. 

After an afternoon of sailing we will stop at Kom Ombo, where we’ll visit the twin temples dedicated                  

to the crocodile Neter, Sobek and Horus, the Elder. We will discuss the aspects of nature and our cosmos 

represented by the Neters and how they relate to awakening our senses and raising our levels of awareness.           

We will speak of the powerful initiations that were once practiced here, and how we can tap into the 

profound and self-empowering lessons experienced here by the ancients. You will also have the opportunity 

to view depictions of various medical instruments and alchemical healing practices.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overnight Nile Cruise (B, L, D)  

   

 

 

 



February 8th  – Day 7   Sunday   Monday  Temple of Isis at Philae and the Unfinished Obelisk  

We will take a motorboat to the enchanting Island of Philae, and the powerful Temple of Auset (Isis). Auset is 
associated with the ancients’ most highly revered star, Sirius. The annual rising of Sirius was synonymous with 
the flooding of the River Nile, which left huge deposits of silt, the very valuable black earth or “KMT” (Khemit) 

for which Egypt was named. She is usually depicted wearing the throne, or “seat of power”, reflecting the 
matriarchal nature of the very ancient civilization. After sharing some of the highlights of this site together, 

you will have time to explore its captivating wonders on your own.     
 

 

 

 

 

 

Afterwards, we will explore the famous Aswan quarry that is home to the 1,200 ton Unfinished Obelisk,                    

that only a handful of cranes worldwide could lift today, and other significant evidence                                                    

of higher technologies used by the ancient Khemitians. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overnight Nile Cruise (B, L, D) 

    February 9th – Day 8    Tuesday   Elephantine Island and Nubian Village 

You will have the option to travel, very early in the morning, individually, or as a group to the magnificent                                     

Temples of Ramses II and his Queen Nefertari at Abu Simbel on the banks of Lake Nasser. 

Later in the morning we’re off to Elephantine Island, in Aswan, to explore the site that is home to                         

the temple dedicated to the Neter,  Khnum, who was the “master of the mysteries of water”. Scattered 

throughout this site we find many remnants displaying the superior technologies of pre-dynastic times.                                           

Two museums here offer an eclectic and unique array of artifacts found from the                                                               

different civilizations that utilized the area during various time periods. 

   

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next we’ll enjoy a scenic boat ride to a Nubian Village located on the banks of the Nile. Here we                        

will visit Fatima and her charming family, and enjoy a delicious home cooked Nubian meal. 

 

 

 

 

There will be time for shopping at the Nubian Bazaar, known for their offerings of fragrant spices, hand 

crafted items, jewelry and colorful scarves and an opportunity for a dip in the Nile. 

 

February 10th - Day 9    Kom Ombo, Lectures and Panel Discussion 

Our ship begins its journey back to Luxor this morning.  You will have the opportunity to re-visit the site of 

Kom Ombo. 

After our buffet breakfast together, Sonya van Gelder will Lecture about ancient connections worldwide. 

With a focus on ancient Australia and Egypt, Sonya will display glyphs and images that were utilized 

globally.  What do these ancient worldwide connections imply?  Did our ancient civilizations, many 

thousands of years ago, communicate with each other—and even travel to faraway lands with ease before 

global catastrophes impaired them?   

You will have time to relax or enjoy the amenities on the cruise ship before we gather again for our buffet 

lunch. 

Afterwards we will gather together again for another Lecture presented by Stella Wheildon, followed by 

a presentation by Uncle Doug Williams. 

This evening we will dock at Luxor again. 

 

  

   



 Optional activities while in Luxor include shopping at the souks and bazaars, visiting the Luxor Museum,  

fellucca sailing or exploring the treasures that Luxor (ancient Thebes) has to offer on your own! You will also 

have the opportunity to enjoy an optional Hot Air Balloon ride over the West Bank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After our buffet dinner, we will meet for a Panel Discussion with all of our Speakers. This will be an 

opportunity to address your questions and discuss all the knowledge and information presented so far. 

 

Overnight Cruise, Luxor  (B,L,D) 

February 11th -  Day 10 Wednesday  Valley of the Kings, Colossi of Memnon, Hatshepsut’s Temple and 

Luxor Temple 

After breakfast we will embark on our exploration of the sites on the West Bank including the Valley of the 
Kings, Hatshepsut’s Temple, and the Colossi of Memnon. First we visit the Valley of the Kings where we will 

view some of the ancient tombs filled with beautifully symbolic artwork.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next we’re off to the mystical Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut, a beautiful work of architecture, by Senemut, 

believed by some to have been her lover. Hatshepsut’s Temple is nestled in the valley basin of Deir el-Bahari, 

surrounded by steep and enigmatic cliffs. After a relaxing lunch and a stop at the Colossi of Memnon we’ll 

return the cruise ship to enjoy our  lunch. 

We will have time for shopping before our evening visit to the Luxor Temple 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will explore the mysteries of the enigmatic Luxor Temple in the early evening.  Linked to Karnak Temple 

by the Avenue of Sphinxes, Luxor Temple utilizes similar patterns of sacred geometry in its design.  

After  15 years of intense study, Alchemist, R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz, called the Luxor Temple-                            

“The Temple of Man” , in a book in which explored the connectedness of ancient Egyptian philosophy, 

spirituality, mathematics, and science. Lubicz’s theory that the Luxor Temple was designed to replicate all                    

aspects of Man (body, mind and spirit), is well documented and has gained support from many alternative                

researchers, including John Anthony West. After our dinner on the ship, the rest of your evening is free.   

Overnight Cruise Luxor  (B,L,D) 

February 12th –  Day 11   Thursday      Fly to Cairo and Memphis 

After our early morning flight to Cairo we’ll visit the open air museum and site of Memphis. Afterwards we’ll  

check in to our rooms at the Mercure Sphinx Hotel in Giza. 

Overnight Mercure Sphinx Hotel   Giza  (B, L,D) 

February 13th - Day 12   Friday   Giza and the Great Pyramid     

Early morning Private Visit “Between the Paws of the Sphinx” followed by a Private                                                      

Entry into the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Luxor Temple 



We will visit the Giza Plateau for our dawn visit between the “Paws of Tefnut” (the Sphinx). We will have 

the opportunity to meditate together here at one of the most powerful spots on earth!   

We will also have time to explore the area and see the evidence of water erosion that Geologist, Robert 

Schoch tells us was caused by rain pelting against the limestone enclosure for many centuries. This helps to 

confirm Hakim’s teaching that that She—Tefnut, is at least 32,000 years old or older! 

Next…we’re off to enter the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid  

Yousef and Patricia will help us to achieve the tone of resonance with the highly crystallized                         
granite of the chamber walls and “resonance box” during a group sound activation.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Farewell Dinner              Overnight Mercure Hotel - Giza (B,D) 

February 14th – Day 13   Saturday  Following breakfast you will be driven to the Cairo Airport for 

your final departure. (B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Doug Williams (Tribal name: Wadhum) is a Senior Custodian of the Githabul 

People and a member of the Githabul Tribal Council in Australia. Wadhum 

spent his early years as a student of Senior Githabul Knowledge Holders and is one of 

the only remaining practitioners of Githabul Culture, Language and Lore. As an adult 

he has held on to the principles of his ancestors and strives to instill a sense of    

respect and compliance with the ways of the Old People. Wadhum is linked to the 

Githabul/Ngarakbul Moiety through his father a Githabul man and his Grandmother 

who was the Senior Ngarakbul Woman of her generation.  

As a true custodian of Githabul/Ngarakbul Star Lore (Butherim), Wadhum works to 

pass on knowledge and ancestral lore to his people.  In communicating the values 

held most closely by his people Wadham’s presentations and workshops focus on the 

integral link between respect for Star Lore, the maintenance of ancestral knowledge 

and all that presides as part of the earth’s living system. Participants in tours led by 

Wadhum leave with a greater sense of how the Old People saw their place within the 

ecosystem as custodians living in harmony with all that surrounded them. 

  

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKERS FROM AUSTRALIA 

FRFROMAAUAUSTRAAUSTRALIAAUSTRALIA: 

   

 



 

 

                                                                                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Stella Wheildon was born, raised and still resides in the Tweed Valley on the most 

eastern point of the Australian Continent. Growing up in the foothills of one of the most 

significant sacred mountains of the ancient Aboriginal culture, Mount Warning or  

Wollumbin – “on the pathway of the sun”.  

From a very young age, Stella listened and learned the Aboriginal stories from her 

Komillaroi grandmother, who instilled in her a strong and vital connection to Nature and 

interest in the historical, mystical and physical lore of the ancient oral indigenous 

wisdom traditions. She was also a witness to the suppression and denial of the ancient 

wisdom by contemporary post-colonial systems.  

In 1998 Stella commenced an environmental campaign to defend the sacred mountain, 

Wollumbin, from industrial mining and deforestation by the crown government.  This led 

her to meet Mrs Marlene Boyd, the Ngarakwal traditional lore holder of the mountain 

and a direct ‘bloodline to country’ descendant of the Seven Sisters Starlore - the ancient 

matrilineal culture of traditions, lore and customs of the Bird Tribes of Australia. 

Over the course of a decade Stella worked closely with the Ngarakbal and its marriage 

clan the Githabal peoples, learning the lore and using it to protect the land.  Amassing a 

vast collection of previously unrecorded ancestral knowledge and studying its profound 

layers of meaning, Stella became an intrinsic part of the tribe and assisted in halting 

genocide attempts of the land, lore and language of its ancestral people and the ancient 

culture they embody.  

Stella’s life work has become synonymous to the empowerment of the ancient traditions 

of the Ngarakbal and the truth of its connection to all tribal nations of the earth.  

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

Please visit Stella’s website:      http://stellawheildon.com 

 
 

 
 

http://stellawheildon.com/


Sonya Van Gelder  
Explorer, Speaker, Writer and Researcher of Ancient Mysteries  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Growing up in Africa, New Zealand & Australia, Sonya gained a keen interest in the varied cultures of the indigenous 

peoples worldwide. With over 20 years of personal research into the ancient mysteries and esoteric teachings, she was 

further inspired when she journeyed to Egypt with renowned authors, Robert Bauval and Graham Hancock in 2011.  

Sonya’s continuing research has led her to many of Australia’s significant sacred areas and to working closely with 

original elders. A special area of interest for her is the now famous Gosford Glyphs. She has studied this area extensively 

and her research may help to prove the authenticity of the controversial Egyptian Hieroglyphs that were discovered here 

(during modern times) in the early 1900’s. 

Feeling a deep connection to and a mutual respect for the aboriginal elders and their stories, Sonya feels it is of vital 

importance to take a closer look at the ancient aboriginal lore and explore its multi-level significance both locally and 

globally. Her astounding findings point to an entirely different history of Australia and its global connections, including 

Egypt, than the one that we have been told in our text books. She believes that it is essential that we unite to protect 

the sanctity of this lore and the sacred sites that exhibit unique characteristics and hold many secrets within them. 

Sonya is currently writing a book that will explore the similarities in the symbolism and mythologies within our ancient 

mysteries worldwide-connecting many dots and helping to bring humanity to a greater awareness of significant truths to 

who we really are and of the esoteric wisdom and spirituality that was once a global understanding.      

Please visit Sonya’s website:     www.ancientwisdomoftheancestors.com 

      Featured Speakers from  
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KSAM Co- Director, Explorer, Researcher, Speaker, Spiritual and Life Counselor, & Artist 

         Patricia will relate the secrets, symbolism and mysteries of the ancient Khemitians to the Shifting                    
Energies of our current reality, as we enter the Life Cycle, referred to by the indigenous, as the Age                          

of Kheper or what many call The New Dawn.  She will speak about the Pantheon of Egyptian Neteru (gods and 
goddesses), who actually symbolize aspects and/or forces of nature with multi-dimensional meanings and 

significance-- including being representative of the 360 senses that the indigenous say we all once had. 
 

Patricia will be available for personal, intuitive guidance and readings and to facilitate                                  

Meditations throughout the course of our Journey.

 

Also Featuring our English Speaking Tour Guide: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

KSAM Co- Director, Explorer, Researcher, Speaker, Stone Mason and Musician 
 

Combining the wisdom given to him by his father, Abd’el Hakim Awyan, with his own research; Yousef                             

will speak to us of ancient Khemit, a technologically and spiritually advanced civilization that existed                            

during a Golden Age in Egypt that pre-dated Dynastic Egypt, as we explore the powerful sites here.                                              

He will cite irrefutable evidence and amazing anomalies that challenge the dictates of mainstream                          

Egyptology. Yousef will show us how the powerful sites, purposefully chosen for their energetic                              

properties, were transformed over the centuries-by many different civilizations.   

Yousef and Gary will guide us through Sound Resonance Sessions, in unique and powerful locations,                                                         

that will activate our senses and healing abilities, as well as the powerful sites themselves. 

 

 

 

  

  



Mohamed Ibrahim 
Egyptologist, Hieroglyphics Expert, Tour Guide and Director 

 
Mohamed Ibrahim, inspired by an equally passionate desire to share his wisdom, offers a wide                                            

spectrum of knowledge regarding the history, arts, literature, and culture of the ancient Egyptians. 
Mohamed was born in Memphis, Egypt and studied (Ancient Egyptian, Coptic, Islamic) Art and history at Helwan 
University in Cairo. He has been working as a tour guide and a teacher of Hieroglyphics since 2000. Mohamed’s 

comprehensive knowledge of Ancient Egypt, along with his background in comparative religions and spiritual studies 
has enabled him to fill lecture halls and conduct a variety of successful tours over the years. When he is not on tour, 
Mohamed frequently lectures on Egyptian mythology ‐ its spiritual aspects in Egyptian art, and the Ancient Egyptian 

concept of Gods and Goddesses. 
 

Guest Liaison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bianca White 
 

Long time friend and active member of the Khemit School, Bianca will be available to address any travel or health 
related needs you might have during our journey together.  Bianca holds a deep connection to both ancient Egypt and 
Australia, which she has called “home” at various times throughout her life. She has assisted us with our research and 

plays an active role in many various activities related to our work. We are excited to be including her as our guest 
liaison on this powerful journey! 

 

Below you see the flag depicting the link between the Githabul/Naragkbul Moiety 
symbolized by two of their most important cultural landscape features next to the Egyptian 

symbol for the horizon.  This is only a hint of much more to come as we compare the 
mythologies, ceremonies and symbolism of these two ancient cultures! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 



 

Price per Person, double occupancy: $4,400.00 USD (Land Only)                                                                           

Please fill out our Registration Form found at this link:  http://khemitology.com/tour-registration/   
Your reservation is confirmed when you send your $500.00 Deposit. 

Please contact Patricia Awyan @ info@khemitology.com with any questions. 

 (Payment in full is required by January 15, 2014 for all participants)                  

Optional Single Room Supplement: $ 550.00  

NOTE:  This is the additional amount you will pay if you choose to have your own private room throughout 
the journey. 
 
ROOMMATES: If you're not traveling with anyone you know, we would be happy to assist pairing you up 
with a fellow traveler. 

Per our Terms and Conditions, we will hold the registration open until 30 days before the tour begins (or later if 
possible) in order to try to match you with someone. If by that date we have not been able to do so, you will be 
responsible to pay for the single supplement. Please try to register early if you would like to be matched with a 
roommate 

Your Land Package Includes: 
 
1. Airport  transfers to and from your Hotel in Giza 

 
2.  Domestic flights in Egypt: Cairo/Luxor and Aswan/Cairo  

 

3.  Five-Star hotels in Giza and Luxor 

4.  Five-Star Cruise ship, including shore excursions, and all meals 

 

5.  Meals included when not on the cruise: 3 lunches, 3 dinners 

6.  Baggage handling at airport and hotels 
 
7. Pre-paid gratuities for your cruise staff 
 
8. Visits to the temples and monument sites, including transportation and entrance fees. 

9. Uncle Doug Williams, Stella Wheildon & Sonya van Gelder as your Special Guest Speakers 

10. Bianca White as your Guest  Liaison  
 
11. Yousef and Patricia Awyan as your Hosts and Speakers 

12. Mohamed Ibrahim as your English Speaking Egyptologist and Tour Guide  

http://khemitology.com/tour-registration/
mailto:info@khemitology.com


 
13. Water and Snacks during road trips 

 

NOT INCLUDED: 

 

- Roundtrip international airfares (We will be happy to help you book your airfare) 

- Egypt Tourist Visa (Easily obtainable for most travelers, on arrival at Cairo International Airport for $25.00 

USD)    

   -Travel & Health Insurance 

- Personal items such as laundry, beverages during meals, internet service on the cruise ship and telephone 

calls or any item not listed on the itinerary. 

 

 

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS 

All travelers need a passport valid for at least six months after the date of entering the country.  Holders of American 

Passports will be provided with the requisite visas to visit Egypt upon arrival. Visas will be obtained at the airport upon 

arrival for approximately $25.00 USD per person, which must be paid in cash. 

BAGGAGE 

Between North America and Egyptian destinations, each passenger is allowed up to two pieces of checked baggage. 

Please check with your domestic airline for specifics on the size and weight of your allowed baggage.   

 
 
Reservation and Cancellation Policies 
 
Reservation and Payment  
A non-refundable deposit of $500.00 per person will be required at the time of booking.  To insure your reservation, 
final payment will be due 45 days prior the departure dates from your Country. It is the responsibility of the traveler 
(or agent) to determine that final payment reaches us on time. Bookings made within 30 days of departure date, will 
require full and final payment immediately upon booking. No booking will be considered until final deposit is received by 
the Tour Operator. Payments are to be made via Bank Transfer.  Any fees charged will be the responsibility of the 
sender. Please inquire about this before you make your bank transaction. 

 
 
Cancellation and Refunds  
Due to high preparation costs, cancellations must be received in writing within 45 days of travel date. Cancellations 
received more than 30 days prior to departure will have a penalty of $500 per person; those received between 30 and 
25 days will have a penalty of 50% per person; those received between 25 and 20 days will have a penalty of 75% per 



person. Cancellations received 20 days or less before departure will receive no refund. No refund will be made for 
transfers, city tours or any other services (including meals, accommodations or transportation) voluntarily not taken.  
 

 
Changes  
This itinerary is subject to changes in sequence in order to adapt to possible alterations in domestic flight times or other 

unforeseen circumstances. The content will remain the same, barring any unanticipated complications, and will 

include many delightful “extras” and surprises. 

INSURANCE:  
We recommend that all participants obtain Travel Insurance. Travel Insured International offers insurance for trip cost, 
trip cancellation & interruption, and pays for loss due to unforeseen circumstance, death, injury, or illness to you or a 
member of your family. It also includes coverage for missed connections due to weather, pays for lost deposits due to 
the financial default of the airline, the tour operator, or cruise line. It pays for baggage delays, travel delays, medical 
expenses, emergency assistance and 
 
WAIVER OF RESPONSIBILITY: 
By signing up to the tour you agree to our terms, deposit conditions and waiver. 
KSAM, its agents and our Tour Facilitators have worked diligently to make all of the arrangements for our journey 
together in Egypt, however, KSAM, its agents and our Tour Facilitators will not be held liable for delays, theft, damage, 
injury, or any other irregularities that may occur during the course of the journey. We will not be held liable for any 
changes or delays in airline schedules or missed connections; injury, loss, or damage to persons or property; additional 
expenses resulting from changes in exchange rates, tariffs, or itinerary; any transportation issues or problems with 
vehicles utilized on the tour; additional expenses incurred due to illness, weather conditions, protests, war, terrorism, 
quarantine, or other causes; and losses due to cancellations not subject to our terms and conditions. 
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